
U
kraineʼs Maryna Viazovska paid trib-
ute to those suffering in her war-torn
country on Tuesday as she became

the second woman to be awarded the
Fields medal, known as the Nobel prize for
mathematics. Viazovska, a 37-year-old
Kyiv-born math professor, received the
prestigious award alongside three other
winners at a ceremony in Helsinki.

“My life changed forever” when
Moscow invaded Ukraine in February, she
said in a video displayed at the ceremony,
adding that her sisters had been evacuat-
ed from Kyiv. “Right now Ukrainians are
really paying the highest price for our
beliefs and our freedom,” she said. The
International Congress of Mathematicians,
where the prize is awarded, was initially
scheduled to be held in Russiaʼs second
city Saint Petersburg-and opened by
President Vladimir Putin.

Earlier in the year hundreds of mathe-
maticians signed an open letter protesting
the choice of the host city, and after
Moscow invaded Ukraine in late February
the event was moved to the Finnish capi-
tal. The other Fields winners were
Franceʼs Hugo Duminil-Copin of the
University of Geneva, Britainʼs James
Maynard of Oxford University and June
Huh of Princeton in the United States. The
medal, along with $15,000 Canadian dol-
lars ($11,600), is awarded every four years
to between two to four candidates under

the age of 40 for “outstanding mathemati-
cal achievement”.

ʻTour de forceʼ 
Viazovska was born in 1984 in Ukraine,

then still part of the Soviet Union, and has
been a professor at the Ecole
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne in
Switzerland since 2017. At the ceremony
she paid tribute to Yulia Zdanovska, a
young mathematician who studied under
the same teachers she had in Kyiv, who

was killed by a Russian missile attack on
the Ukrainian city of Kharkiv in March.
“Yulia was a person filled with light, and
her big dream was teaching mathematics
to kids in Ukraine,” Viazovska said. “When
someone like her dies, itʼs like the future
dies.”

In a decision made before the war in
Ukraine began, Viazovska was awarded
for her work in sphere packing-a problem
first posed by German astronomer and
mathematician Johannes Kepler nearly

400 years ago. In what is called the Kepler
conjecture, he proposed that the most
compact way to pack spheres was in a
pyramid, like oranges at a supermarket.

But it was such a complex problem that
it was not considered proved correct until
1998 via intense computer number-
crunching. Then in 2016, Viazovska
solved the problem in the eighth dimen-
sion, using what is called an E8 lattice.
Marcus du Sautoy, a British mathematics
professor at Oxford University, told AFP it
was a surprise when Viazovska came up
with such “slick proof” compared to the
“tortuous proof needed in three dimen-
sions”.

Renaud Coulangeon of Bordeaux
University told AFP the solution was a
“tour de force”. The only previous female
laureate in the prizeʼs more than 80-year
history was Iranian mathematician
Maryam Mirzakhani, who died of breast
cancer in 2017 just three years after win-
ning the award. Du Sautoy said he hopes
Viazovskaʼs win “will contribute to inspiring
more women to choose mathematics as a
career.”

ʻExpress the inexpressibleʼ 
Duminil-Copin, born in France in 1985,

is a professor at the Institut des Hautes
Etudes Scientifiques, focusing on the
mathematical branch of statistical physics.
He was honored for solving “long-standing

problems in the probabilistic theory of
phase transitions”, which, according to the
jury, has opened up several new research
directions.

Maynard, 35, received the medal “for
contributions to analytic number theory,
which have led to major advances in the
understanding in the structure of prime
numbers,” Kenig said. “His work is highly
ingenious, often leading to surprising
breakthroughs on important problems that
seemed to be inaccessible by current
techniques,” the International
Mathematical Union said in a statement.
June Huh, 39, was given the award for
“transforming” the field of geometric com-
binatorics, “using methods of Hodge theo-
ry, tropical geometry and singularity theo-
ry”, the jury said.

He is a rare Fields winner who did not
focus on mathematics in his teen years,
after a bad elementary school test score
convinced him he didnʼt have a talent for it,
he told Quanta Magazine. “When I was
young, math was like a faraway land, sur-
rounded by giant walls that I could not
climb,” Huh said in his video. “I grew up in
Korea and I dreamed of becoming a poet,
to express the inexpressible. I eventually
learned that mathematics is a way of
doing that.”— AFP

France’s Duminil-Copin,
Fields-winning 
mathematician with
‘aesthetic vision’

H
ugo Duminil-Copin, a French mathe-
matician whose visual approach
helped him win the worldʼs most

prestigious mathematics prize the Fields
Medal on Tuesday, said he “doesnʼt really
fit into the cliches of a genius”. The 36-year-
old, who has a messy head of hair and
bright eyes beaming from behind glasses,
told AFP that he is a “very, very normal per-
son” who loves sport, his family and quiet
moments of reflection.

But for Duminil-Copin, who specialises
in probability theory, those quiet moments
can lead to discoveries that won him the
Fields Medal, the equivalent of the Nobel
Prize for mathematics. He accepted the
prize, which is awarded every four years to
mathematicians under 40, at a ceremony in
Finlandʼs capital Helsinki.

The other winners were Britainʼs James
Maynard of Oxford University, June Huh of
Princeton in the United States and
Ukraineʼs Maryna Viazovska, who is only
the second ever woman laureate. Duminil-
Copin described with unabashed enthusi-
asm the happiness he finds in working with
others in the search for answers-whether or
not they find one. “Itʼs the best, especially
since itʼs a collective process, where all the
beauty is in interacting with others,” he said
in an interview a few days before the prize
was announced.

A visual mind 
Born on August 26, 1985, Duminil-Copin

has collected a raft of mathematics awards
over the last decade. At the age of 31, he
was appointed professor at Franceʼs
Institute of Advanced Scientific Studies in
2016. “Itʼs a place that seems made for me,
for my creative part,” he said of the green
campus outside Paris. It gives the mathe-
matician that most precious resource for
deep thinkers: time. “This slowness in
everyday life is very fruitful because I need

time for ideas to come, for them to settle
quietly, for them to take shape,” he said. At
the campus, which is not far from where he
grew up, Duminil-Copin uses his “very visu-
al intuition” to take on the most complicated
mathematical problems.

“There are very few formulas and many
drawings” in his mind when he thinks about
such problems, he said. That “aesthetic
vision” allows him to view mathematics with
a “certain elegance”, he added. The Paris
institute allows researchers to free them-
selves of all other obligations, including
teaching. But Duminil-Copin teaches any-
way, retaining a professorship at the
University of Geneva, saying that “in the
end it is perhaps the most important aspect
of this profession”.

He may have inherited this passion from
his father, a sports teacher, and mother, a
dancer who became a teacher later in life.
When he was younger, Duminil-Copin envi-
sioned becoming a teacher himself-of
maths, of course-but his talent propelled
him towards research. Collaboration is at
the heart of his outlook. If he provides
mathematical tools to physicists, their work
in turn may allow someone else in the
future to find new applications for them. “Itʼs
the whole community that really produces
scientific progress,” he said.

Mental balance 
Duminil-Copin hailed the importance of

two university professors to his career,
Jean-Francois Le Gall, who also worked on
probability theory, and fellow Fields Medal
winner Wendelin Werner. He said he fell in
“love at first sight” with percolation theory
during a class Werner taught on the sub-
ject, which falls under the branch of statisti-
cal physics. It was in that class that
Duminil-Copin first encountered Nienhuisʼs
conjecture-a “beautiful, elegant and com-
pletely mysterious” problem, he said. “I
solved it a few years later, almost without
doing it on purpose.” As a child, Duminil-
Copin preferred astronomy to mathemat-
ics.He said he was “not pushed at all” by
his parents to focus solely on his studies-
instead they were keen to “confront him
with a variety of things” such as sport,
music and friends. —AFP

French music
streamer Deezer 
flops on stock 
market debut

F
rench music streaming service
Deezerʼs shares failed to strike the
right note with investors at its Tuesday

launch on the Paris stock market, plunging
in morning trading by over 35 percent. The
steep fall-as low as 5.52 euros ($5.70)
before a slight rebound-was a blow for the
Spotify competitor, whose 9.6 million sub-
scribers account for around two percent of
the global streaming market, according to
Midia Research. That makes it a minnow

compared with the Swedish streaming
giant, which boasts market share of around
31 percent.

But as one of the few French digital
firms to become a household name,
Deezerʼs flotation event in Paris was
attended by Economy Minister Bruno Le
Maire, who told bosses “you have to grow”
after chief executive Jeronimo Folgueira
rang the opening bell. “I donʼt accept seeing
all the American firms coming to Europe
without seeing European firms go to the
US, to explain to our American friends that
European firms are the best,” Le Maire
said. As well as Spotify, Deezer has yet to
catch up with other giants in the streaming
world, including Apple, Amazon and
Chinaʼs Tencent.

The firm is doubling down on music,
rather than expanding into neighboring
fields like podcasting and audio books as
Spotify and Amazon have done. Deezer
hopes deals with mobile network operators
like Franceʼs Orange and Brazilʼs Tim, as

well as broadcaster RTL in Germany, will
help it reach more listeners in a global
streaming market growing at more than 25
percent per year by users. “With the right
distribution, we know we can win market
share and become rivals to the major play-
ers,” CEO Folgueira told AFP ahead of the
stock market launch.

Compared with 2015, when a first
attempt to float the company had to be
postponed because of hostile market condi-
tions, “the business has changed, the mar-
ket has changed: itʼs the right moment to
take this step,” he added. “Music streaming
is really established, it makes up almost
two-thirds of revenue for recorded music,
which wasnʼt true back then.” Deezerʼs top
investor before its arrival on the market was
British-American billionaire Len Blavatnik,
with 43 percent, while French businesspeo-
ple including billionaire Francois Pinault
have also bet on the firm.— AFP 

Star wars: Russians 
turn to astrologers 
amid Ukraine conflict

W
ill there be nuclear war? Will
Russia win the Ukraine offensive?
Will my son survive? As the

Kremlin presses ahead with its military
intervention in the pro-Western country,
more and more Russians are turning to
astrologers. In Russiaʼs second city of
Saint Petersburg, bespectacled Elena
Korolyova receives clients in her apart-
ment, where two cats prowl between piles
of books.

“People want to know what will become
of Russia, cut off from the rest of world,”
the 63-year-old told AFP. Astrologers, psy-
chics and mediums have for years been
popular in Russia, and particularly turbu-
lent years have seen demand for their
services increase.

As the country reels from a barrage of
unprecedented sanctions over Ukraine,
more and more Russians are turning to
astrology as they peer into the future.
Korolyova, a grey-haired philologist by
training who rose to fame in the former
imperial capital through word of mouth,
seeks to reassure her clients. She predicts
that Moscow will not only survive the eco-
nomic storm, but also emerge victorious.
“The global cataclysm will intensify in
September, but Russia will come out of it
stable and prosperous,” she said.

Korolyova charges 5,000 rubles ($90)
per consultation and says-without wanting
to reveal any numbers-that since President

Vladimir Putin sent troops into Ukraine on
February 24 requests from clients have
increased. In the first week of the conflict,
the number of searches for “astrologer”
more than doubled on Russiaʼs main
search engine Yandex-from 42,900 on
February 19 to 95,000 on March 5, accord-
ing to the companyʼs keyword statistics.

Political astrology 
In Moscow, another prominent

astrologer, Konstantin Daragan, who made
a name for himself by claiming to have pre-
dicted the coronavirus pandemic, also says
Russia will win on the ground in Ukraine
and in its clash with the West. “Russia will
become the centre of the world after the
conflict,” he said on social media recently.

Originally from Ukraineʼs eastern region
of Donbas that the Russian army has been
seeking to conquer, the aeronautical engi-
neer turned astrologer claims to have
advised ministers, bankers and even mem-
bers of Ukraineʼs secret services in the
past. Having left for Moscow after pro-
Western authorities came to power in Kyiv
in 2014, he supports the Russian military
intervention, even if his hometown of
Lysychansk has been ravaged by fighting.
For him, too, business is booming. His
“School of Classical Astrology” doubled its
student numbers since Putin launched the
Ukraine intervention, now counting around
200 in Moscow.

Star wars 
Sociologist Alexei Levinson of the inde-

pendent Levada research centre said that
an attempt to read the stars is a way of
making sense of reality for many “con-
fused” Russians. “Faced with a universe
that has collapsed, some prefer to take
stars as guides rather than their leaders,”

he said. “Astrology today is a kind of psy-
chotherapy or new religion.”

Anna Markus, one of Daraganʼs stu-
dents in her 50s, said she looks to the
stars for “logic in events on Earth”. “Russia
is designated as the only culprit of the con-
flict, but it is obvious that a third country is
the real culprit,” she told AFP. She has a
star chart that she claims proves the
United States is guilty. Over the border in
battered Ukraine, the stars, predictably,
show the opposite. Astrologer Vlad Ross,
who is popular in Ukrainian media, says
that Putin is “gravely ill” and “will not sur-
vive past March 2023”.

“Saturn is the sign of Russia against
Uranus, the sign of Ukraine. Our victory is
imminent,” assured another star Ukrainian
astrologer, Angela Pearl, in a video viewed
more than a million times since mid-May.
Desperate Ukrainians are turning to
astrologers for a sign that their loved ones
on the front will survive or if they will have
to flee advancing Russian troops.
Ukrainians want to know “if nuclear war will
happen, if they should leave their country, if
their loved ones are in danger”, astrologer
Olena Umanets told AFP.

“Russia will explode in March 2023,”
predicted the 38-year-old former musician,
who fled Ukraine for Switzerland. Her $100
online consultation reassured one client, a
46-year-old television producer in Kyiv
named Kristina, worried about her husband
who is fighting on the frontline. “My hus-
band just called me. He thanks God for
having survived the night,” she wrote to her
astrologer in June. “Thank you for having
encouraged me to pray for him, it relieved
me to share this responsibility with the
stars.”— AFP 
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People walk along the Nevsky Prospect Avenue in central Saint Petersburg during the ‘Scarlet Sails,’ a romantic holiday with laser show to honor high
schools graduates. — AFP

The laureates of the 2022 Fields Prize for Mathematics (left to right) Ukrainian Maryna
Viazovska, Britain’s James Maynard, US-based June Huh and France’s Hugo Duminil-
Copin attend the award ceremony during the International Congress of Mathematicians
2022 (ICM 2022) in Helsinki, Finland, on July 5, 2022. — AFP 

Ukraine’s Maryna Viazovska presents her medal after receiving the 2022 Fields Prize for
Mathematics during the International Congress of Mathematicians 2022 (ICM 2022) in Helsinki,
Finland, on July 5, 2022. — AFP 

French Economy and Finance Minister Bruno Le Maire (center) attends the Deezer’s list-
ing ring the ball ceremony on the Pan-European stock exchange Euronext at Euronext
headquarters in La Defense business district near Paris on July 5, 2022. —  AFP


